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Experts have long been
predicting that the pauci-
ty of freedom and good

governance in the Arab world
would lead to an explosive situ-
ation.The question, therefore, was not if, but when and
where this situation would provoke a major popular re-
action or violent revolt.

It should be remembered that “revolutions” in the
Middle East in the 1950s, 1960s and 1970s turned into
military, authoritarian or dictatorial regimes in Egypt,
Algeria, Iraq, Syria, Sudan. The revolutionary Islamic
Party in Iran has assassinated and imprisoned its mod-
erates. Free elections in the Palestinian territories
brought Hamas to power.

Paradoxically, the first “revolution” happened in
Tunisia, an Arab state with a sizeable and educated
middle class, a large industrial sector, with the highest
level of per capita income among non-oil producing
Arab states, and explicit promotion and advancement
of women. In fact, it was closer to a palace coup than
a full-scale revolution.

Tunisia’s Jasmine revolution triggered a domino
effect with huge consequences in the Arab world, first
and foremost for Egypt, the most populated and im-
portant country, as well as the leader of the Arab mod-
erate camp.

Egypt

There are several possible scenarios for Egypt.Themost
positive one would be if the military stabilized the sit-
uation and led a slow democratization process. The
problem is that themilitary could choose to stay in pow-
er indefinitely. Another scenario is that free elections
lead to a secular coalitionwith theMuslimBrotherhood
(MB), but in the end the Islamists grab power by virtue

of their organizational skills and determination. The
worst scenario would be a period of chaos and inter-
nal strife, including increase activity by Salafi radicals.

At present the Egyptian army is still the main pow-
er broker, with vested political and economic interests,
as well as the will to preserve stability. The military
quickly organized the first free referendum and Egyp-
tians overwhelmingly approved nine constitutional
amendments to set the stage for parliamentary and
presidential elections expected later this year.

The amendments were drafted by a panel ap-
pointed by the secretive military council, including a
representative of the Muslim Brotherhood (MB), lim-
iting the president to serve only two four-year terms
and making it easier for candidates to get on the bal-
lot. Significantly, the referendum was supported by
the well organized MB and the remnants of Mubarak’s
National Democratic Party, but not the dispersed sec-
ular forces of youth which made the uprising happen.

The Egyptian MB representatives claimed at the
beginning of the revolt that the movement was mere-
ly a supporting player: “We participated with everyone
else anddid not lead this or raise Islamic slogans so that
it could be the revolution of everyone.”

A turning point was the triumphal return of exiled
Sheikh Yusuf al-Qaradawi, prominent MB cleric and
renowned Islamist thinker on February 18, 2011 and
his Friday prayer sermon before a giant cheering crowd
in Tahrir Square in Cairo. Qaradawi’s prominence ex-
emplifies the peril for the West and Israel. He sup-
ports the Islamist line: anti-American, anti-Western,
wipe Israel off the map, foment Jihad, stone homo-
sexuals.

Israel:
hope for the best,
prepare for the worst

Not often does Israel finds itself a passive bystander
amid Middle East turmoil. But as history shows, whether
or not the Jewish state is a protagonist, it always winds up
in someone’s sights. So until the dust settles, there’s not much
to do but plan for contingecies.

Launching of a rocket
from the northern Gaza
strip towards Israel
April 9, 2011.

by ely karmon
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Recent events don’t bode well either. The Egyptian
military issued a statement reassuring its internation-
al allies that there would be no break in its peace deal
with Israel. However, presidential candidate and former
Egyptian Foreign Minister Amr Moussa stressed that
during his term in office (1991-2001) “the foreign min-
istry was subject to unfavorable policies from Israel
with regards to the peace agreement” and his “honest”
policies “led to a lack of agreement on all Israel relat-
ed issues.” Ayman Nur, a liberal member of the Egypt-
ianTomorrow Party, who is planning to seek candida-
cy in the presidential elections, told Egyptian radio
“the Camp David accord is over.”

MB leaders have downplayed their previous state-
ments calling for a national referendum to determine
whether Egypt should continue to adhere to its peace
treaty, saying this is an issue that the new democratic
parliament should address.

Against the background of the escalating military
activities by Hamas and Israel in Gaza, former IAEA
chief Mohamed ElBaradei and presidential candidate
declared that “if Israel attacked Gaza we would de-
clare war against the Zionist regime” and thousands of
Egyptians demonstrated near the Israeli embassy and
burned Israeli flags.

On the diplomatic and strategic fronts, it is signif-
icant that the Egyptian transitional government is
ready to re-establish diplomatic ties with Iran after a
break of more than 30 years.

MB radicals and Salafi militants are more visible
and active since the changes in the regime. Sheik Mo-
hamed Hussein Yacoub, a prominent Cairo cleric,
claimed the country belongs “to the observant” and
“those who object could emigrate to North America.”
Salafi activists in Upper Egypt cut a teacher’s ear off, ac-
cusing him of renting an apartment to prostitutes. In
the oasis of Fayoum, Salafis destroyed places selling
beer. Dozens of Salafis staged a protest in Cairo, ac-
cusing the church of abducting Camilla Shehata, a
Coptic priest’s wife who some believe converted to Is-
lam and is being held against her will. Elsewhere in
Egypt, Coptic Christians evacuated 340 female stu-
dents from their university dorms over concerns for
their safety.

Tunisia

The Islamist Renaissance Movement leaders inTunisia
say that they are in favor of peaceful and gradual
change toward a pluralistic and democratic system and
recognize the right of allTunisians to practice their faith
as they wish. Rached Ghannouchi, the Renaissance
Movement leader returning from exile was welcomed
by thousands of cheering Tunisians. He denied he
wants to run in the presidential elections but claimed
to be seeking only his party’s participation at the mu-
nicipal and parliamentary elections.

But the assassination of a priest, vari-
ous anti-Semitic incidents, and a series
of Islamist attacks against prostitution
houses have shaken the public. Some
15,000 people demonstrated against
Tunisia’s Islamist movement, calling for
religious tolerance, ending weeks of rel-
ative calm.

Libya

The Libyan people’s fight for freedom
from Muammar Gaddafi’s dictatorial
regime is important in itself and for the
example it gave to the beleaguered Syr-
ian people. But as Saif al-Islam Gaddafi
threatened, “Libya is made up of tribes
and clans and loyalties… and there will
be civil war.” For the moment the fate of
Gaddafi and his supporters depends on
the tenacity and unity of the NATO allies.

Butwith theUnited States limiting it-
self to a supporting role inLibya’s conflict,
fissures have already appeared among
NATO allies over the scope and intensity
of attacks against Gaddafi’s forces.

The future of Libya as a united or divided country
– the possibility of its being used as a platform for Is-
lamist or jihadist forces, or as reservoir for mass im-
migration, as well as its status as a major oil provider
– is important mainly for southern European states. At
this moment it is not clear if the mediation of a new ac-
tor can provide a solution for the stalemate between
Gaddafi and the rebels.

Syria

Unfolding events in Syria are of tremendous importance.
After Syrian President Bashar al-Assad boasted that Syr-
ia is stable and“people do not go into an uprising,” and
some failed attempts of protests by the opposition in
February, the lastweeks havewitnessed a growingwave
of popular uprisings in southern Syria spreading tomost
provincial towns, and reaching Damascus and Aleppo,
despitemore than 200people killed and thousands oth-
ers wounded, arrested or disappeared.

Assad’s popularity on the“Arab street” for his stand-
ing up to the US occupation in Iraq and his support for
the Hezbollah and Hamas “resistance” to Israel did
not help him to suppress the current wave of demands
for freedom and reform. The regime has opted there-
fore “to project an image of strength and not concede
anything vital to his control” after several minor con-
cessions on the religious front.

Syrian officials accused Islamists of orchestrating
the unrest with the support of Hariri’s Sunni party in
Lebanon – the aim being to destroy Syria’s “religious co-
existence.”The leader of Syria’s banned Muslim Broth-
erhooddeclared that hismovementwas not behind the
protests but that it supports their aims.

Syria is a multi-confessional and multi-ethnic state
with a regime in the hands of the minority Alawite sect
– an offshoot of Shiite Islam. Christians and Kurds also
form sizeable minorities. Sunni Arabs are an 80% ma-
jority, impoverished masses with sympathies to the
Muslim Brotherhood, whereas the merchant class re-
mains loyal to Assad.

It is not clear yet what would replace the regime in
the event of a collapse but many Syrians fear a chaot-
ic situation similar to that in Iraq following the fall of
Saddam Hussein. There are growing signs that the up-
rising is taking a sectarian and religious turn, with
Sunnis against the ruling Alawites.

An unstable Syria could influence its neighbors –
Turkey, Iraq, Lebanon – and destabilize Jordan and
possibly Saudi Arabia. Jordanian Salafis are already
taking advantage of the atmosphere of openness wit-
nessed these days to demand Islamic law be imposed
on the state and call for jihad as the “way to liberate
Muslim lands from autocrats.”

Syria is Iran’s closest ally in the Arab world. US offi-
cials have recently disclosed that Iran is aiding Syria in
its suppression of pro-democracy demonstrators by

Syrian nationals living
in Jordan carry the
“bodies” of those who
died in recent protests
in Syria during a
protest in front of the
Syrian embassy in
Amman April 17, 2011.

Smuggling tunnels
connect Egypt and the
Gaza Strip, bypassing
the barrier along the
international border
established by the
Israel-Egypt Peace
Treaty.
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US Defense Secretary Robert Gates ac-
knowledged that the United States has “ev-
idence that the Iranians are trying to exploit
the situation in Bahrain” and tried to as-
suage the Gulf leaders’ worries during a
visit to Saudi Arabia and the UAE. Both see
Bahrain as a red line in the regional con-
frontation with Iran.

The Turkish model

Western politicians, pundits and leaders of
Islamist movements have hinted at the
possibility that the Turkish Islamist Justice
and Development Party (AKP) example is
the best solution for the democratization of
the Arab countries. Tariq Ramadan, the
grandsonofHassan al-Banna, founder of the
Muslim Brotherhood, stated that “democ-
raticTurkey is the template for Egypt’s Mus-
lim Brotherhood.” A recent op-ed article on
the Ikhwan (MB) website claims that “many
young Egyptian activists who fought for the
revolution… see their ultimate model in
Turkey, a country that appears to them tobe

fulfilling its economic and strategic potential under a
proudly Muslim government, and is an ally, but not a
lackey, of theWest.” In an interviewafter his return from
exile Rached Ghannouchi, the leader of theTunisian Is-
lamist Al-NahdaMovement said the bestmodel he“can
think of is the one adopted by the AKP in Turkey.”

Syrian MB general secretary, Riad Al-Shaqfa and
Mohamed Tayfur, another MB leader, recently visited
Turkey. “We don’t consider the Iranian model at all. For
us, and for other Arab countries, Turkey is the model,”
said Tayfur. The two men met with Turkish non-
government organizations and the media but didn’t
meet any Turkish government officials.

The behavior of the AKP government with regard to
the events in the Arab world is speaking for itself. Prime
Minister RecepTayyip Erdogan adopted a hypocritical
posture by calling onEgyptian authorities“to relinquish
power and secure a transition of power” while hastily
meeting Syrian dictator Assad and agreeing“to rally ef-
forts regarding unrest in Egypt so to spare the people
from any more suffering.”

Turkish President has found these days of region-
al turmoil the best time to visit Iran and enhance eco-
nomic cooperation with the ayatollahs. During his
meeting with the supreme leader Ali Khamenei, Gül in-
deed mentioned the importance of popular legitima-
cy of governments but did not meet the Iranian oppo-
sition leaders.TheAKP’s policy during the last years has
clearly supported Iran and tried to mitigate Tehran’s
isolation, either through economic cooperation, po-

providing equipment to put down protests and moni-
tor opposition groups. Significantly, the Iranian state
media is censoring its coverage of the anti-regime un-
rest in Syria. Former Iranian ambassador to Lebanon
Mohammad Irani assessed that theunrest in Syria could
have a negative impact on the Tehran-Damascus axis.

Bahrain

Unrest in Bahrain is putting the future of a key US ally
in doubt. Bahrain’s Sunni regimehas been a reliable bul-
wark against nearby Shiite Iran and it harbors the head-
quarters of the US Fifth Fleet which patrols the Persian
Gulf and the Arabian and Red Seas.

The six Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) countries
hold much of the world’s oil and gas reserves, provide
crucial base facilities for US forces operating in the
region in support of operations in Iraq and Afghanistan
and in containing Iran. Lately, the GCC has been in-
volved in trying to mediate in the Yemeni crisis and
Qatar and the UAE have supplied aircraft for patrolling
the no-fly zone over Libya.

There is growing tension between Iran and the
GCC states as a result of Iran’s perceived interference
in the Shiite uprising in Bahrain andpossibly in Kuwait.
According to The NewYork Times, after Saudi forces en-
tered Bahrain on March 14, King Abdullah told Presi-
dent Obama that Saudi Arabia would never allow Shi-
ites to rule Bahrain.

litical dialogue or fierce opposition to international
sanctions against its nuclear project.

Turkey’s policy concerning the popular uprising in
Libya was influenced by its economic ties.Turkey failed
to condemn Gaddafi’s brutal use of force or express
support for the Libyan people and strongly opposed in-
ternational sanctions or NATO’s involvement against
theTripoli regime, but then bandwagoned the trend in
order not leave the scene to France and the UK.

Central Asia and Turkey scholars based in Swe-
den, Svante Cornell and Halil Karaveli argue that the
AKP foreign policy is “motivated primarily by Islamic
solidarity” with Middle Eastern Islamist dictators while
it calls for the resignation of secular dictators in coun-
tries where Islamists are the main opposition force.
They warn that “the convulsions in the Arab world
risk giving further impetus to Islamic radicalization in
Turkey itself.”

The neo-Ottoman aspects of Turkey’s activism in
foreign policy have raised the specter of a future rival-
ry with Iran’s regional and global aspirations on the his-
torical model Ottoman Empire vs. Savafid Persia.

On the Iranian side, voices warning about the pos-
sibility that the improvement ofTurkey’s status in the re-
gion may come at Iran’s expense were already heard in
the past. Against the background of the recent visit to
Iran byTurkey’s President Gül with the intention of ex-
panding the existing trade and economic ties between
the two countries, the Iranian media again voiced con-
cerns thatTurkey’s intentions and attempts to improve
its regional status might eat into Iran’s influence.

As sectarian warfare between majority Sunnis and
minority Shiites in Syria could have disastrous conse-
quences for Turkey, Erdogan has nuanced his support
for the Assad regime. He promised to speak to Assad
and press the Syrian leader to defuse unrest by making
reforms sought by the Syrian people.

The new regional status of Turkey and the admira-
tion it raises in the Arab world could help the AKP to
win the June 2011 elections and push the ambitious,
domineering AKP leader and Prime Minister Erdogan
to accelerate the Islamization of the country.

Palestinians

The already limited potential for progress towards
peace between Israel and the Palestinians will further
diminish as regional instability continues.

There has been no uprising, no intifada, in the
Palestinian territories. Chairman Mahmud Abbas and
the Palestinian Authority leadership are working for the
recognition by the UN General Assembly of a Pales-
tinian state within the 1967 borders. They are worried
about a potentialThird Intifada, proposed onFacebook
for mid-May, which could in the end turn against them
and to the advantage of Hamas.

The Hamas leadership is torn between two op-
posed strategies. The events in the Arab world, the
overreaching by Salafi terrorist groups, and the inter-
nal pressure for a compromise with the secular Fatah
movement incite it to escalate the fight against Israel
by firing long range rockets.

On the other hand, the budding relationship with
the more sympathetic leaders in Cairo, the recent vis-
it to Egypt byHamas Foreign Minister Mahmoud al-Za-
har (where he met not just Egyptian politicians but
also military and intelligence officials), the rising in-
fluence of the MB in the political arena, are factors
pushing Hamas to take a cautious posture for the near
future. This way they can take advantage of the regime
change and permit the opening of the Gaza border,
with all the advantages it brings on the economic, mil-
itary and social levels. Moreover, in the event of an Is-
lamization trend in Egypt, Hamas in Gaza will be
strengthened. They would also gain in theWest Bank.
Jordan, too, could turn in favor of the Islamists.

Iran

Until lately, Iran seemed to be the great winner of the
uprisings in theArabworld.The Iranian leadership con-
sidered events in Tunisia and Egypt as an anti-Ameri-
canmovement playing to their advantage.Thedaily Key-
han predicted that the fall of Mubarak’s regime will deal
amajor blow to the regional status of theUSwhile Iran’s
status will likely be strengthened. President Mahmoud
Ahmadinejad declared that “a Middle East without Is-
rael and America is now possible.”

On the other hand, Iran is behaving nervously out
of fear that the Arab popular rebellion will contaminate

Israeli soldiers who
operate the Iron Dome
rocket shield system
are seen taking cover
in fox holes during a
siren alarm warning
against incoming
rockets in a 8eld near
the southern city of
Ashkelon, April 9, 2011.

Iranian President
Mahmoud Ahmadinejad
greets his Turkish
counterpart Abdullah
Gul during an of8cial
welcome ceremony in
Tehran February 14,
2011.
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the Iranian youth. Indeed, tens of thousands of Irani-
ans took to the streets ofTehran in February to demon-
strate solidarity with Egyptian andTunisian protesters,
ignoring threats from the government. But the Iranian
police responded with beatings, arrests, tear gas, and
other brutal measures, and the regime has the upper
hand for the moment in the situation with its forces
clearly willing to use a heavy hand.

Iran and its proxy Hezbollah have taken conflicting
positions towards various Arab uprisings. While they
praised and supported the Egyptian and Libyan peo-
ple against their leaders, and criticized the Bahraini
government, in support of the Shiites there, they sup-
port the violent repression of Syrian demonstrators by
the regime in Damascus.

The attention given by theWestern politicians and
media to the spectacular uprisings in the Arab world
have privileged Iran in that its nuclear project has al-
most disappeared from the public discourse, hopeful-
ly not from the radar of intelligence agencies.

The US’s Middle East policy

The Obama administration always seems to be react-
ing to the developing events in the Arab world rather
than shaping them. Its handling of the Egyptian crisis
and its abrupt rebuke of President Hosni Mubarak,
America’s most important Middle Eastern ally – in con-
trast to its action in June 2009,when Obamaonly tepid-
ly supported the Iranian masses that rose against the
theocratic regime – projected a very negative US image
to other Arab leaders and raised serious concerns in Is-
rael too.

Senior Saudi officials have expressed displeasure
that Obama has called for political and economic re-
forms in Bahrain and the region. By contrast, the Oba-
ma administration has been restrained in calling for
leadership change in Syria, despite Assad’s significant
role in challenging US interests in Iraq, Lebanon and
Palestine. Secretary of State Hillary Clinton was careful
not to suggest thatWashington is seekingAssad’s ouster,
while privately US officials have voiced concerns that
the Syrian leader’s fall could lead to sectarian strife.

Israel

Israel has no influence on the dramatic political and so-
cial upheavals in the Arab world.

Retired Major General AmosYadlin, former Head of
Intelligence of the Israel Defense Forces, has recently
analyzed the strategic landscape around Israel and
pointed to the main threats.

First among the threats is a possible return to vio-
lent confrontation with Egypt, although neither coun-

try is interested in renewed bloodshed. Second is the
potential instability in Jordan, with which Israel shares
its longest border. Third, the possibility that Arab
regimes could try to export their problems to Israel. If
any of the revolutions led to internal chaos and loss of
control in Egypt, Syria or Jordan, military arsenals in-
cluding ballistic missiles and chemical weapons could
fall into the hands of terrorist organizations.

Yadlin proposed an Israeli “passive strategizing”
posture “that eschews both intervention and interfer-
ence and [calls for] caution in responding to provoca-
tions” by Syria on the Golan Heights, Iran through
Hezbollah from Lebanon, or Hamas.

Finally, Yadlin stressed that Iran is still the most
important and challenging issue from Israel’s per-
spective and he clearly referred to the Iranian nuclear
threat.

Yadlin claimed that “there is a new understand-
ing… in the Arab street, that Israel is not the core prob-
lem of the Middle East” and the idea that if we solve the
Israeli-Palestinian issue the rest of the problems in the
Middle East will disappear was a false idea.

However, the Obama administration seems ready
to jump-start Israeli-Palestinian talks, as Clinton re-
cently stated that “there is no substitute for continued
active American leadership” on this issue. The Israeli
daily Yediot Ahronot even claimed that President Oba-
ma has decided to recognize the creation of a Pales-
tinian state within the 1967 borders, and the US will
vote as such in the United Nations.

Israel’s flawed settlement policy is responsible in
part for the present negotiation stalemate, and even
more so for the anti-Israeli sentiments in much of the
Western world, which has fueled attempts to de-legit-

imize it on the international stage. The Israeli-Pales-
tinian conflict is a major threat to the security of Israel,
but the present Palestinian leadership is not able and
probably not willing to make any true compromises on
the crucial issues of the status of Jerusalem and the
refugee problem.

Moreover, as long as the Hamas is controlling Gaza,
there is no real chance for implementing any agree-
ment achieved with the Palestinian Authority. Also, if a
Hamas-PA reconciliation agreement is reached, it will
hamper a peace accord with Israel.

In light of the fragility of the peace agreements
with Egypt and Jordan, and facing a regional situation
of uncertainty, instability and in some cases of chaos,
Israel is unlikely to agree at this stage to major territo-
rial concessions.

Egypt has lost for the time being its important re-

Israel’s Prime Minister
Benjamin Netanyahu
walks with air force
chief Major General Ido
Nehushtan and
Defense Minister Ehud
Barak during a visit to
an Iron Dome unit in
the coastal city of
Ashkelon, north of the
Gaza Strip on April 10,
2011.
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Behold Leviathan,
then starve the beast

In the Bible, Israel is called “a land flow-
ing with milk and honey” 17 times.With
a remarkable ability to make fun of

themselves, Israelis use to tell a joke about
Moses on the mountain, looking out over
the Promised Land, frustrated that he will
only see it but not cross into it. In his con-
versation with God, the old Patriarch said:
”God, how wonderful! A land flowing with
milk and honey – wonderful!” After a pause,
Moses added timidly: “But God, how about
some oil?” In fact, for a long time the only
oil associated with Israel was the olive oil.

The milk and honey narrative goes deep
inside Israel’s prevailing weltanschauung.
They are considered symbols of a compre-
hensive anthropological vision of what a
good life means. Milk resonates with moth-
erhood, nourishment, and love, as well as
protection and empowerment.Honey sym-
bolizes sweetness, joy and celebration.

However, on a more prosaic note, the
milk-and-honey/gas-and-oil cleavage has
been for decades an additional fault line be-
tween Israel and the Arab countries. Some
analysts saw in that very gap the source of
a political-economic resentment: “resource
envy,” even though in 2009 Israel discovered
a natural gas deposit – the Tamar field – in
the Mediterranean Sea, located roughly 50
miles west of Haifa.

At the beginning of this year, the dis-
covery of a very large natural gas field on
the maritime borders between Israel,
Lebanon, the Gaza strip, Cyprus and North-
ern Cyprus created many expectations.The
area – called“Levant Basin province” – con-
tains a section which is believed to possibly
hide, alongside natural gas, 4.2 billion bar-
rels of oil.

The really new factor does not consist in
the availability of energy sources for inter-
nal consumption. This may be a very im-
portant and even strategic objective, but
the real game changer is the prospect of

by pasquale ferrara

Israel becoming an energy exporter coun-
try. The impact on the regional market and
on the international economic and politic
system would be huge. In fact, whereas Is-
rael’s Tamar gas field is capable of supply-
ing the country’s domestic natural gas
needs for the next 20 years, in principle the
Leviathan field gas deposit (estimated to
be twice the volume ofTamar) could go for
export.

All that is pure speculation. The name
chosen for the new discovery is not among
the most reassuring concepts – but
“Leviathan” could prove appropriate. The
gigantic natural gas field is located in be-
tween countries and political entities with
endless reserves of mutual distrust. That’s
why the delight in Israel about the deposit
news was immediately tempered by the
awareness that it could provide the spark to
ignite a new confrontation in an already
troubled region. The Tamar field is already
disputed by Lebanon. The discovery of
“Leviathan” is likely to follow the same pat-
tern, adding new fuel to an offshore terri-

torial dispute between Lebanon and Israel.
The biblical image of the Leviathan – a

marine monster, who appears to be invin-
cible in the Book of Job – was borrowed by
Thomas Hobbes in expounding on the le-
gitimacy of the modern state in the need to
overcome the state of nature, character-
ized by fear and war. In our postmodern
times, freedom from fear may consist in-
stead in looking beyond the Leviathan. In
Europe, for many decades, up to the mid-
dle of the 20th century, the monster-state
was fed with coal and steel. Now might be
the time to starve the beast.

There has never been a shortage of things to contest
in the Middle East. Recently one more point of contention
has been discovered: gas off the Israeli coast.
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pasquale ferrara is the head of the policy planning
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gional role and will turn inward in order to stabilize the
new regime, rehabilitate the economy, and introduce
far-reaching reforms.

If as a consequence of the ongoing uprisings the Is-
lamist movements succeed in gaining power in major
Arab states, we could witness in the near future the
emergence of a Sunni Middle Eastern bloc dominated
by Turkey.

This bloc will sooner or later challenge or confront
the Shiite theocratic regime in Iran and will probably
try to expand its influence among the Sunni majority
in Syria and the Sunni community in Lebanon.

One of the major revelations of the present crisis is
what some scholars call “the American strategic fa-
tigue” and the diminishing US influence in the region.

From an Israeli perspective – although the Israeli
leaders and people would be happy to acclaim demo-
cratic regimes in the Arab countries – there is great ap-
prehension that in the short and medium terms the
events developing in the Arab world and beyond will
bring instability, possibly chaos and quite realistically
the rise of new Islamist regimes. More specifically,
these changes could threaten the peace agreements Is-
rael has with Egypt and Jordan, the negotiations in the
peace process with the Palestinians, and behind the

scenes political relations with some Gulf and North
African countries.

On the positive side, even if democracy does not
prevail in the short term, the Middle East will never be
the same. The new regimes will function with greater
transparency and public opinion will have more in-
fluence, for the good or the bad, on Arab leaders.

The fall of the Assad regime in Syria, which seems
quite possible, could give a serious blow to the Iran-Syr-
ia-Hezbollah-Hamas axis; it could isolate Iran and
weaken Hezbollah in Lebanon and Hamas in Gaza.

Finally, events in Syria could also trigger amore suc-
cessful Iranian uprising and put on the defensive or
even remove the Khamenei-Ahmadinejad regime.

But only the future will tell if a real democratization
process – as happened in Eastern Europe and South
America – is possible in the Middle East, and if peace
and stability will accompany it.

Source: Fondation pour la recherche stratégique; Reuters, Globalsecurity
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